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Abstract: 

This paper explored the degree to which companies in India utilize leave meetings to review the 
responses supplied by the leaving employees members for renovation. It's necessary in any kind of 
company, department or business to assess its purposes, objectives, accomplishments and also 
setbacks for its development and also advancement. Workers might opt to give up their undesirable 
tasks or reveal problem in an initiative to boost the scenario. The examine taken on blended 
approach strategy as well as used thorough meetings and also questionnaires for information 
collection. The informants of this research were the Secors of India scholastic employees members 
that formerly had various other works in the past being used by the secors. Searching’s for shown 
that leave meetings might aid in boosting the efficiency as well as development of a company, 
department or business. The leaving worker might expose details that can add to the stamina’s as 
well as advancement of a firm, department or a company. It's expected that the outcomes could 
dramatically add to firms and also company in India that might or else forget the significance of 
departure meetings to decrease departure. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In today's expertise centered economic climate, experienced employees members as well as clever 
workforce are vital to the success of the business or organization. Hereof, each business or 
establishment ought to make initiative to preserve its knowledgeable workforce with significant 
conversations in between managers and their employee’s members to revamp their connections. 
Thus, it must be the business or firm required to prevent high turnover of its workers. This examine 
checked out the level to which companies both governmental as well as non-governmental make the 
most of departing employees members and also check out the reasons that they leave their works. It 
was necessary to discover whether companies do make an initiative to build departure meetings via 
the voices of workers due to the fact that it's the workers that can develop or ruin the firm or 
organization. The scientist was interested to figured out from the Secors of India workers as they 
originate from various federal government establishments, divisions and exclusive firms where they 
were formerly utilized, to inspect whether they were spoke with previously they left or otherwise. The 
functions of leave meetings are for discovering specifically where the firm can enhance itself, 
production certain that workers leave sensation great regarding their solutions and also, in many 
cases, to keep the employees members under much far better boosted solutions. 

Along with the over, visibility ought to not be thought about as a weak point due to the fact that for a 
company to be flourishing as well as efficient, it can surely mirror with its employees members using 
departure meetings. This is not to state that the business need to constantly await somebody to leave 
then beginning mirroring. Representation must be a constant procedure that need to be done 
quarterly or annual. It can possibly be extremely expensive to shed a employees member that was 
substantially adding to the success of the business to a wage raise which can surely be discussed 
inside. As a result, for companies to attain India's vision 2016 target objectives they need to think 
about leave meetings for representation. 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

The Secors of India is just one of the greatest discovering establishments in India with regarding 2, 
848 00 workers. The secors attracts workers from different markets of India such as federal 
government, parastatals and also non-governmental companies in addition to trainees that have 
simply finished their research researches and also prepare for additional educating, particularly 
scholastic team. Employees are an important section of every company or establishment, they add to 
the success or failings of the firm they are helping and consequently it is the duty of the 
administration to ensure that employees' payment doesn't bring the company manufacturing down. 
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In the Centuries Growth Objectives Record (MDG) (2004) foreword, where the Priest of Financing and 
Advancement Preparation highlights that commentators value India's great efficiency in efficient 
distribution of solutions to individuals and organization constructing the concern that stays 
unanswered is whether companies are having fun an important function in establishment structure 
particularly with departure meetings that can be mirroring what the organizations are doing. Forde, 
in the preface of the MDG record 

(2004) thinks that mobilization and also control amongst stakeholders is essential in bringing the 
MDGs completely to Vision 2016 goalpost. Monitoring as well as management in all companies add 
in the direction of the success or failings of their company. Consequently, the comments from 
departing workers might be vital to this workout. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

This area talks about the examine of literary works relates to leave meetings. The idea appear to have 
actually restricted study worldwide, regionally and also in your area, for this reason info utilized in 
this area was uploaded in social media sites blog sites and posters, however with names of writers. 
The area specifies what leave meetings is, its objectives, the factors, that ought to perform departure 
meetings, guidance to elderly workers on the best ways to perform departure meetings, asking 
pertinent inquiries and what the meeting group need to beware on when carrying out leave meetings. 

An leave meeting is a discussion, discussion or conversation in between the company and also the 
employees member who is terminating his/her solutions with the firm or company for one factor or 
another. On top of that, Heathfield, (2019) sees an leave meeting as a conference with a terminating 
worker that's normally carried out by an individual sources personnel. 

Muller (2020) sees leave meetings as providing a much deeper take a look at the workplace's society, 
everyday procedures, administration remedies as well as worker morale. From the interpretations 
over, we can possibly collect that in a departure meeting, suggestions are traded or details is 
common and mainly with in person communication. For that reason, such a meeting cannot be 
neglected checking out its impressive functions in the company. More, Muller (2020) argues that 
departure meeting might be utilized to determine chances to boost retention as well as involvement. 

Hereof, it's essential for business or companies to have actually a get rid of establish of requirements 
in area for carrying out leave meetings. On a favorable keep in mind, leave meetings can be utilized 
to foster favorable connections, bring worth to the business and also construct an inviting 
functioning atmosphere. For that reason they can provide instructions on plan and code of perform. 

Scholars have actually highlighted reasons leave meetings need to be done. Boogaard (2020) 
mentions that it's a means of accumulating information and also obtaining understandings should 
produce a much more favorable setting and safeguard your company from unneeded dangers. 
Boogaard (2020) argues that departure meetings are a method of getting honest and sincere 
responses from a terminating employee’s member. More, the terminating worker can possibly review 
worries concerning misbehavior within the business. In this pertains to, it's crucial for the 
terminating worker to be truthful and also offer useful responses while leaving a favorable keep in 
mind behind. 

Inning accordance with Boorgaad (2019), another reason leave meetings need to be carried out is 
that it might aid in recognizing locations that can possibly boost team retention of team as well as 
decrease mass exodus of employees members. The comments can help management to determine 
locations that can surely assistance enhance personnel retention if there are evaluations done by the 
administration group. This might additional boost chances for monitoring as well as management to 
construct into much far better managers as well as managers as well as locate techniques as well as 
steps that appropriate as well as ideal for their business society. Once again, departure meetings can 
recognize issues that could call for prompt interest such as whether it's needed to hire or educate 
employee’s members to boost the picture of the firm or company (Boorgaad, 2019). For that reason, 
the management can evaluate exactly how the business progresses, what its difficulties are and also 
how they can ideal attend to the obstacles. 

Basing on the over evaluate of literary works, info given here's from worldwide writers that given 
suggestions on the best ways to manage leave meetings. This release has not yet been looked into 
robustly regionally and in your area, India consisted of. For that reason, there was require to perform 
this examine to discover whether workers that have left their previous employees members were 
spoke with or otherwise. To the most effective of my expertise, such study doesn't exist in India 
therefore a void that had to be shut. It was necessary to perform this research to offer 
understandings into management and also monitoring methods relating to leave meetings. 
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This research study was based upon an academic idea by Albert O. Hirschman (1970) on leave as 
well as articulate. There's a 3rd idea on commitment which will be purposely disregarded. 
Hirschman (1970) elevated vital problems relating to the company and the worker from various point 
of views. He targets styles that deal with concerns in various settings such market, national politics 
as well as secors settings. Initially, he provides an instance of a company or market where workers or 
consumers are miserable such that they can surely either leave the undesirable task or deny the 
item or conversely articulate out their problems. Both the 

leave as well as the articulate can be done if companies observe that there's a decrease in high 
quality of solution as well as for that reason the company might do them in an effort to repair work 
or enhance the top quality of solution. 

Furthermore, Hirschman (1970) highlights an instance of public as well as exclusive firms. 

He argues that if moms and dads are not pleased with the general public secors system they would 
certainly take their youngsters to an exclusive secors without troubling to articulate out their 
complaints and also problems. Because of this the general public firms would certainly not assess 
comments since the moms and dads made a decision to give up calmly. On the other hand, if an 
exclusive secors additionally begins to deteriorate, the moms and dads might articulate out their 
worries if there's no place to take their kids, yet they can likewise choose to take their youngsters to 
various other firms. 

Essentially, Hirschman pinpoints to the value of departure meetings and also the reasons they can't 
be just overlooked. Hirschman's suggestions have actually been discovered to be pertinent to this 
examine since it addresses concerns of benefits and why companies should take hearken of leave 
meetings. Significantly, leave alone is made use of to gauge a decrease in an organization; on the 
various other hands the articulate is insightful as well as gives possibility for responses and also 
objection. On top of that, if articulate is efficiently made use of it can decrease departure. 
Nonetheless, if workers leave in varieties it's much less most likely that they can possibly articulate 
their complaints and also consequently, it's important for company to craft the indicates to much far 
better interaction and also deal with the issues and also concerns of the workers to enhance the 
scenario. Articulate can possibly play a considerable duty in public joy. It can possibly boost the high 
quality and solutions of items or a company. If leave and also articulate are offered to consumers 
they opted to departure in buy to look for much far better chances and options. On the various other 
hand, clients select articulate if they think and also understand that the administration would 
certainly pay attention as well as react suitably, however this is based upon a great deal of 
unpredictability’s. Hirschman cautions that when employee’s member’s departure the ramifications 
can be massive. Failing to know and also resolve concerns of worries can possibly cause the 
business decrease and also feasible failing. As a result, it can be advantageous if gaps might be 
addressed and performance recovered. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This examine taken on the qualitative interpretative method to check out the degree to which 
companies do make an initiative to build departure meetings with departing workers. The research 
was performed at the Secors of India in 2016 to 2020 where there's a varied history of scholastic and 
also non-academic team from various divisions, firms as well as companies in the past being utilized 
by the secors. The suggestion behind picking these workers was for them to share experiences with 
what occurred when they left previous work. The individuals were selected easily since some workers 
from the Secors of India are not all from the federal government or parastatals. 

A few of them began benefiting the university; therefore, it was very important to recognize the ones 
that left previous work. 

The workers were from various divisions as well as employees such as Humanities, human resource 
and software development, back office, as well as scientific research. Nevertheless, the Employees of 
Human resource and software development had actually the majority of individuals as it has a big 
swimming pool of employee’s members that when helped the federal government as instructors, 
human resource and software development police officers and also firm head. The examine included 
65 individuals, 30 men and 35 ladies functioning as lecturers and also managers. Their ages varied 
from 45 - 65 years. Crucial to keep in mind is that the actions offered had to do with previous work 
and not the existing work they are associated with. For this reason, the individual’s sights don't 
stand for the Secors of India also with the research was carried out within the organization. The 
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individuals were asked for to indicator a authorization create after agreeing to join the examine while 
various other just consented to get involved to duct out their complaints with previous companies. 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

This area provides the outcomes of the research. The outcomes shown that individuals 

that were as soon as federal government employees members particularly secors head and human 
resource and software development reported that they have actually been with the federal 
government for 5 and 7 years, and also they have actually not had any type of instructors that were 
leaving the showing fraternity concerning the workplaces to be talked to on why they were leaving. 
The factors progressed for such were that instructors are lots of and spread throughout the nation 
and also it was most likely to be troublesome to phone telephone call them to the head office or even 
to the secors heads' workplaces to meeting them on why they are leaving, due to the fact that also 
secors goings are not straight companies of the educators however just managers. Inning accordance 
with a lot of individuals, the presumption made by the company (government) is that they leave for 
greener pastures. However both police officers kept in mind that it's not constantly the instance. This 
recommends that companies make presumptions why employee’s members’ departure to various 
other works without always taking the problem to learn. 

The various other factor reported by individuals from various other business was that, the 
companies appeared not to understand the departure meetings in the previous, it's just lately when 
there was an indicator of mass exodus that the company thought about interviewing several of the 
workers. Yet it's not a standard since they are not knowledgeable about it either; it has actually not 
been done on them and the various other workers. This recommends that monitoring as well as 
management do not utilize employees members as a mirror to see what is occurring in their firms 
and for that reason a few of the details will permanently stay concealed. 

Several of the workers additionally reported that maybe vital to locate of educators why they 
departure, due to the fact that it might enhance their connections with their managers in secors. 
Nonetheless, the police officers reported that they refix several of the sour partnerships in between 
managers and also instructors by moving a few of them. Inning accordance with the individuals, if 
companies are not curious about leave meetings, they could unknown the reasons their workers are 
leaving. If employees members leave since they are disgruntled after that it is necessary for the 
mommy body to recognize the factors and also deal with them for the future. The table listed below 
programs analytical details on whether the workers were talked to or otherwise. 

Table 1: Exit interviews conducted or not in government and non-governmental organisations 

 

Source: Data Collected 

 The table over suggested that 90% left their previous tasks without being spoke with as well 
as just 10% of them were talked to. This is a message that the companies appear not to recognize the 
relevance of leave meetings for this reason employees members left without the company seeing their 
departure. The table over recommends that employees members appear to leave with responses that 
can enhance the photo of the federal government or organizations but there are prompt managers 
that can do departure meetings in behalf of the elderly workers and also record back. 

The table listed below revealed organization or companies where employees members were previously 
utilized. 
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Table 2: Firm where participants worked 

 

Source: Data Collected 

The table over suggested that most of the individuals were helping the federal government while just 
13% operated in non-governmental companies. This indicates that the federal government appears 
not to take regard of their workers when they departure. This recommends that the federal 
government is still doing not have behind in regards to interviewing workers who are leaving their 
works to others. Maybe that those in power appear not to know the reasons that employees members 
leave their federal government settings to personal business or parastatals. 

The table listed below mentioned the reasons that individuals thought they weren't Interviewed. 

Table 3: Reasons for not being interviewed 

 

Source: Data Collected 

 According to the table above, participants believed that the firms, firms and Divisions they benefited 
didn't appreciate their well-being, therefore, the 62% mentions that no one cared whether they were 
departing or otherwise. This was complied with by 42% that the companies as well as firms absence 
rate of passion in their employees; this was connected to the last action where individuals specified 
that the firm appeared not to respect them. The last was adhered to by the 15% that thought that 
they weren't spoke with as a result of the sour partnerships in between them as well as their 
management. This was substantiated by the 9% that claimed that they weren't spoke with due to the 
fact that their managers idea their separation excelled riddance. From the table over, 12% stated 
that the federal government departments don't make initiative to meeting individuals when they 
leave. Although the various other factors bring the most affordable portions they cannot be 
neglected, for instance 8% of the individuals specified that the companies, federal government, and 
business weren't conscious that leave meetings were extremely essential due to the fact that they can 
aid the business to expand and enhance its solutions to its employees members. 

A few of the factors reported by the individuals were that there were no obstacles as well as no leads 
for renovation in the firm. These suggested that employees members as well would love to function 
under problems where their scholastic capabilities suit the function they were doing. More, workers 
want to see themselves going up the ladder. The indications shown in this table are of non-reflective 
companies or firms that require overhauling to enhance manufacturing degree. Kransdorff (1996) 
increased a vital factor that, if workers are not talked to since no one cares when they leave, the 
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inbound individual is not most likely to find out how their precursors did points and may aim to 
developed the wheel. Significantly, in the Centuries Advancement Objectives Record of 2004, Forde 
mentioned that if companies don't respect their workers they may not accomplish the objectives of 
organization constructing as well as functioning to the very same objective. Therefore, an exodus of 
employees members ought to increase an alarm system for companies to learn why they leave. 

The table listed below shows the factors for leaving previous working problems.  

Table 4: Reasons for leaving previous jobs 

 

Source: Data Collected 

A few of the factors, 86% employees members might have articulated may have aided the companies 
to assess the firm or firm management troubles and aim to heal the fast ones. Connect to this is the 
difficult problems that carry 7%. Although the portion is reduced, it can't be disregarded. Difficult 
problems do influence the manufacturing degree also. A high percent of 78% mosts likely to reduced 
wages in federal government fields. According to the employees members the federal government 
appeared not to suit the yearly inflation price and also their incomes as well as this made them wish 
to looking for tasks that were well paying. Altogether the outcomes of the examine shown that the 
federal government appear not to think about the relevance of departure meetings for leaving 
employees members.  

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

Maladministration Problems 

The searching for suggested that individuals left as a result of maladministration. The release of 
maladministration should be unpacked to listen to the voices of the individuals. When talked to, a 
few of the individuals reported that managers tend of favouritism, holding animosities, being taken 
advantage of when revealing their discontentment, stigmatization if one is ill and concerns of 
ethnicity. Nonetheless, Kransdorff (1996) presumes that if the company doesn't make any kind of 
initiative to perform leave meetings, the employees members stroll away with experience, 
understanding as well as abilities and it could be tough for the firm to locate another similarly skilled 
individual. In another neighborhood paper, The Check of Monday 21 February, 2011: 3, it was 
reported that, ‘mass resignation of knowledgeable district attorneys that just lately rocked the 
Directorate of Public Prosecutions (DPP) have brought the wheels of justice to a halt.' This is a worry 
increased due to the fact that the district attorneys were going away with experience, expertise and 
also abilities. Nevertheless, it wasn't remove why these district attorneys were leaving their works. If 
they were leaving as a result of maladministration the federal government ought to throw down the 
gauntlet. Subsequently, this can impact efficiency and also competitiveness within the nation. On 
the exact same breath, it can't be overemphasized that it is necessary for the employees member to 
provide positive comments and also leave on a favorable keep in mind with excellent connections as 
well as shared regard (Raman & Sharma, 2004). 

Absence of Interaction 

Absence of interaction was a problem suggested by with individuals. Hirschman (1970) mentioned 
that consumers can surely leave quietly without notifying the administration due to the fact that if 
they do, it could damage the partnership in between consumers and the marketplace worried. On the 
exact same keep in mind, federal government workers could quietly leave the federal government to 
try to find responses for their inquiries about why they leave, that's, if in all they mirror and also are 
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worried concerning their employees' departures. When there's absence of interaction in between both 
events concerning the employees' departures, the federal government might wind up with big loss of 
proficient workforce. Interaction via leave meetings can possibly aid in moving understanding as well 
as experience from the outbound employees member and also the inbound one for a smooth 
handover (Niznik, 2007). Since leave meetings are a dyadic trade of info where 2 or more people 
converse, it's essential for the interviewee to open up for interaction objectives (Capp, Capp & Capp, 
1990). Kransdorff (1996) common the exact same sentiments by cautioning that having actually the 
experience and competence spread in other places, companies battle to reinvest in the new 
positioning that should be inducted into a completely brand-new company. Additional, the brand-
new utilize takes some time to in shape as section of the larger neighborhood he/she has simply 
signed up with. 

Employer's rejection to approve their weak points 

The searching for exposed that several of the workers explained that the companies might not intend 
to listen to as well as approve their weak points. Vital to keep in mind is that the articulate of a 
employees member is interesting and also advertises the possibility for responses as well as objection 
which some organizations, companies and also departments could not intend to deal with. This 
might cause rejection concerning the maladministration problems that exists in the company 
(Kransdorff, 1996). Some company could not intend to encounter objection that they are not dealing 
with their consumers well. Some companies could constantly be aiming fingers at workers however 
not always mirroring on how they deal with their clients and also employees members since it might 
additionally bring about failure of manufacturing (Hirschman, 1970). Nevertheless, Kransdorff (1995) 
elevated a necessary concept that if a worker goes without meeting, there will be discontinuity which 
might indicate a shed energy. It might additionally bring about brand-new participants adjusting to 
brand-new settings, new societies and new means of functioning by themselves. A company that 
refutes fact to approve its very own weak points offsets the abundant responses that it can acquire 
from individual's more comprehensive experience accrued also from various other firms. An extra 
factor was made by Hatcher (2002) that it is necessary for the interviewee to be constantly truthful 
as the company could take advantage of the revelations the interviewee is offering to enhance 
efficiencies as well as techniques. On an essential keep in mind, Hatcher factors out that the 
company need to prevent being protective or refute facts on the ground as this can shadow the 
mirror he/she is intended to be utilizing. 

Utilizing comments to construct the company 

Remarkably, searchings for shown that individuals concurred in one articulate that comments was 
crucial to the business, company or department development as well as development; a concept that 
business need to stand up for their growth. Had actually they been provided an opportunity to review 
the company, the organisations, organizations and also federal government might have actually 
profited. Minority firms that talked to their employees members obtained useful comments to profit 
the business. Hirschman (1970) additionally accepted the concept that comments works as a mirror 
for the company. Kransdorff (1996) explained that comments can be made use of as a certain finding 
out device to make sure that firms don't shed its advantages. Once again, not discovering from 
responses resembles dealing with expertise and also abilities as garbage. Leave meetings can surely 
aid identify issues and discover the origin root source of such as well as use ideal prescription (Capp, 
Capp and Capp, 1990). 

Gender Problems as well as Inflation 

The searchings for additionally disclosed that the majority of men were clustered about the adhering 
to responses; reduced wage, expert advancement, promo chances, tasks not testing and greener 
pastures. An image can be repaintinged that a lot of men leave due to the fact that they desire 
greater paying works. Perhaps maybe that culture anticipates them to have a top hand in sustaining 
their family members. This debate was substantiated by proof from a neighborhood paper - The India 
Gazette of 23 February - 01, March 2011 which specified that ‘figures from the Main Stats Workplace 
(CSO) reveal that a rise in the personal second, pre-primary and also main human resource and 
software development firm costs and the growth costs for public main secorss at the starting of the 
year pressed heading inflation to 7.9 % compared with 7.4% in December, 2010.' Additional, the 
CSO numbers additionally revealed that inflation climbed for the majority of product teams, 
consisting of food as well as non-alcoholic drinks, alcohol and cigarette, real estate, sprinkle, 
electrical energy, gas as well as various other gases, wellness, transfer, education and learning, 
dining establishments as well as resorts and miscellaneous products as well as solutions. These were 
the problems that created mass exodus for workers to fulfill these needs. Additional, they have an 
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interest in going up the ladder compared to ladies. The majority of ladies left their previous works 
since they were functioning under demanding problems, maladministration as well as for this 
reason, they intended to alter their setting. This can indicate that men and women have various 
factors for relocating from one task to another. The companies can be taking advantage of such 
disparities to make sure that concerns can be dealt with. If the companies might be obtaining this 
comments, they might be preserving a few of the employees members particularly females. 

Interviewed employees 

Regardless of the lot that wasn't talked to, there were parastatals that took the difficulty to mirror via 
their leaving workers. This number was restricted yet it suggested that a minimum of some business 
or organisations had time to pay attention to them in purchase to boost their solutions to prevent 
high turnover. The employees members said that the business they helped discovered the concealed 
realities as well as the distinctions that prevailed in between the company as well as employees 
members. This led to some managers aiming to convince the leaving workers to remain. While these 
were the realties that firms might not intend to deal with, it was valuable for them to mirror. 

Basically, this examine has exposed that the federal government, organisations, departments and 
organizations in India have not yet taken into consideration the relevance of leave meetings 
regardless of their significance. This discovery is necessary for increasing manufacturing prices, 
boosting retention, mending damaged items and also having actually closure. This might indicate 
that human resource and software developments well as understanding might be the means onward 
for business as well as establishments to mirror as well as enhance their photo, solutions, uncover 
traffic jams as well as take on ideal techniques. 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This research has actually effects on the company. Initially, the company could not obtain a real 
photo of exactly how they manage employees members if comments is not supplied by those leaving. 
It could be required for the company to obtain real understandings on the truths of the business or 
establishment. This can indicate that business and also establishments could not boost their 
solutions or exactly how they take care of workers if they don't perform leave meetings. Once again, 
it might be tough to maintain workers without responses from the workers. 2nd, the examine might 
have actually ramifications of the worker. They might never ever depend on their previous company 
and also for life remain with complaints since they never ever ‘emptied their bag'. 3rd, the research 
have actually ramifications on more study to examine on what companies think of the departure 
meetings. 

CONCLUSION 

Fundamentally, the searching’s for of this research suggested that companies still don't comprehend 
the significance of leave meetings and the duty they play, thus marginal initiative was place to 
meeting departing workers or most of the times workers leave without anyone interviewing them. 
Crucial to keep in mind is that if companies neglect the duty played by departure meetings after that 
they lose out on details that might or else develop and also additional establish their business, 
companies and also departments as this might assistance them expand. The impacts might be 
remarkable at elderly placements where people are anticipated to create modifications, strategise as 
well as make functional choices within months of their visits. More, brand-new employees members 
take some time to change as well as this can interrupt longstanding social and also idea systems 
which can result in failure of the firm. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This research advises that the managers, managers and coordinators particularly from the different 
divisions of federal government of India must think about interviewing people who are leaving their 
divisions in buy to find out, show as well as enhance from the responses they give. It must be a plan 
in each system where people have the ability to air vent problems however utilized favorably to 
develop company or firm. 

Both parastatals as well as federal government need to be enlightened on the value of departure 
meetings since if they familiarize how valuable maybe, it can form their firms, companies or device 
into much far better atmospheres where the worker is viewed as a vital gamer to the advancement of 
the economic situation. 

A type in every division need to be conveniently readily available, whether on-line or in difficult 
duplicate for workers to complete. It ought to be the obligation of managers to make certain that 
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whoever is departing need to complete the create after an dental conversation with the leaving 
worker, this can be a means of tracking that departure meetings are done. 
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